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Abstract 
Internet is a global communication of notworks of networks across the globe. On the other hand, 

cloud are the back-end computers where data is stored, processed and dissemination of information 

resources among the Internet users. Cloud computing is easily managing the local servers for 

sharing of digital resources from different databases. In its most simple description, cloud 

computing is taking services and moving them outside an organization's firewall. Applications, 

storage and other services are accessed via the Web in cloud computing environment. Reference 

management is a vital task in any research work in cloud computing environment. However, this 

paper has select one popular open source software Zotero because it gives extra facilities for 

importing the bibliographic and metadata from different databases in an online environment. The 

whole tasks has been performed in Ubuntu operating system because its very reliable and 

sophisticated interface. It shows how to manage the citation styles in Zotero and easily import the 

pdf with metadata from CORE OAI-PMH open access repositories. Apart from this it also percieved 

how to manage bibliographic data from the online catalogue like Open Library or Koha library 

OPAC. Finally, how to import all these records in a single file by using open office Zotero plugin for 

modifying, editing, and adding the necessary fields during reference management. 
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Introduction: 
 

Cloud computing is also known as information mashup. This is the new technique in an online 

environment for easy integration and import of reference related metadata. Basically the cloud 

computing is based on the four service model such as Infrastructure as a service, Platform as a 

service, Software as a service, and Mobile "backend" as a service. Information transformation and 

sharing is easily possible by using these client server architecture model to achieve coherence and 

similar to a public utility. Reference management is an important task in cloud computing 

environment for systematic collection and analysis of data in the field of educational research. In 

this connection the paper has been selected one popular reference management open source 

software Zotero which involve various aspects of research including citation styles, open office 

plugin for proper management of references. And, that is why reference management is a good deal 

of programme for the part of any researcher to make the total relation of publication from 

transparent point of view. On the other hand a researcher or an author when involved in the 
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publication activities for their research work then a greater amount of literature is being published 

after a long period of time. All these literature have been dispursed in different journal titles, in 

different countries, in different languages, in different volumes, numbers, years, and even with 

different peer. Therefore, to bring this total work in controllable form and to manage these dispursed 

literature over a single canvus for visualization, an active presentable mechanism and technological 

global citation format is urgently necessary. At present, reference management and graph 

visualization are both necessary means of research publication over which a researcher must have to 

pay a greater attention as well as formulation, so as to make his total production an easy access 

andeasy organization. In this paper two important open source tools i.e. Zotero (reference 

management software) has been used based on the Ubuntu operating system and required internet 

connectivity. 

 

Review of Related Works: 

 

Fernandez in 2011 discussed the application of web 2.0 features for managing the reference through 

open source software Zotero. Bibliographic management is also an important aspect for online 

catalogue when organizing different information resources. Personal information management and 

reference management was discussed by Fourie during 2011 for easy creation of information 

sources and different bibliographies in raising awarness of reference styles in a particular subject. 

Lonergan in 2017 discussed the reference management software preferences among the library arts 

faculty to improve the library’s support and training programs. Evaluation of endnote is an 

important reference management database which helps to design the reference styles for the 

researchers. This is the new evaluation technique in the field of reference management (Standford, 

2000). The main objective of the research paper is to investigate the familiarity and use of reference 

management software (RMS) by library and information science (LIS) faculties in Iran for 

identification suitable software for researchers of different fields (Sarrafzadeh & Hazeri, 2014). The 

purpose of this paper is to compare four popular academic social networking sites, namely, 

ResearchGate, Academia.edu, Mendeley and Zotero (Bhardwaj, 2017). There are many citation 

tools available in an online environment such as Refworks and Endnote but this paper has explored 

the new developments and supports all the open source tools used by the different users (Emanuel, 

2013). This is another paper to identify the new level of service for the bibliographic management 

applications, EndNote and RefWorks providing academic, research and public libraries with a 

baseline for benchmarking their support of these open source formats and tools (McMinn, 2011). 

This paper is to explore a general set of standards that can be used by library professionals and 
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information professionals for the evaluation of open source innovative citation management tools 

(Marino, 2012). Reference management is also possible by using the Mendeley for effective and 

efficient use of citation styles (MacMillan, 2012). The aims and purpose of this paper is to profile 

various types of Web-enabled tools to facilitate research collaboration within and across institutions 

(Brody, 2017). This paper is to evaluate the accuracy and functionality of a selection of basic 

Android and iOS apps for mobile devices designed to generate bibliographic citations (Van Ullen & 

Kessler, 2016). Development of cloud computing for integrated library management and retrieval 

system on the basis of global recommendation include Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), Open 

Library Environment Project (OLE) and the recommendation of Integrated Library System for 

Discovery Interface (ILS -DI); and in this regard, the most comprehensive open source software for 

designing and developing the Internet based services is selected (Das & Mandal, 2013). 

 

Objectives: 

The objective of this paper is based on the practical concept in the field of reference management of 

cloud computing environment. This can be achieved by using one important open source software 

Zotero with suitable plugin on Ubuntu operating system. The major objectives of this paper are 

explained as follows: 

 

(i) To import the items from different repository and Online Cataloguing 

bibliographic records for proper management of references by integration 

with Zotero Open Office Plugin ; 

(ii) To import the fulltext as well as metadata from the CORE OAI-PMH based 

repository and display the global citation styles of different items available in 

Zotero. 

   

Methodology: 
 

Development of citation styles is some important aspects in research environment. It can be used in 

different subjects for the better management of citations both for citing and cited documents. Zoetro 

download and installing is very simple in Ubuntu operating system. Apart from this it has also 

integrate the suitable Zotero firefox plugin for importing the items of different repository such as 

open library, Koha OPAC, and CORE repository. All the tasks have been successfully executed by 

using the aforementioned plugin and select the choiceable items from the window. Finally it will 

appear all the items with metadata and bibliographic records are easily display in Zotero interfaces.  
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Import Items from Open Library: 

This is one of the important concept in the field of education and research environment for users as 

well as library professionals. Open Library is an online project for creating one webpage for each 

book. It is importing the cataloguing record of the biggest libraries in the world. Open Library plays 

the role of digital lending library and it is an independent non-profit website of internet Archive. 

Open Library, developed by Aaron Swartz and Brewster Kahle, American computer professionals, 

is an on-line open project for creating one web-page for each and every book available in English. 

(Wikipedia, 2017) It was initiated in 2006 and was edited in the month of May, 2010.  California 

state library and Kahle/Austin foundation is the funding agency to run this open library database.  

Through this public domain new and out of print books can be browsed online at free of cost after 

registration. The information regarding book has been collected from the Library of Congress and 

Amazon.com and through user contributions through a wiki like interface. Actually open library is 

making a catalogue to share free of cost and open to all. Its main aim is to get the reader closer to 

their intended documents like movies, software, music, books and many more. Both Indian and 

foreign literature have been consulted thoroughly but no study have been found. Open library is an 

institution of the Internet archive, a non-profit making institution which plays a vital role to 

community for easy accessing documents at any time anywhere as there are a large number of 

digital documents available. Open the website of open library and here just type one keywords and 

it will display the search results on that time just click on the Mozilla Firefox Zotero icon near 

address bar right side (Figure – 1) and display extra window of Zotero. Now, here select the 

relevant items and click on the ok button for importing all the items into the Zotero. It is very user-

friendly interface for easily managed the citation styles and metadata in cloud computing 

environment.     

Figure – 1 : Zotero import interface from Open Library online catalogue 
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Import Metadata and Fulltext Resources from CORE: 

 

The acronym of CORE is COnnecting Repositories. It is a popular free unrestricted open access 

harvesting repositories which managed by the Knowledge Media Institute based on the The Open 

University, United Kingdom to easily aggregate all the open access contents with metadata. It 

provides search and distributable access having number of 124,766,504 harvested research outputs 

closely associated with digital media archiving and institutional digital repositories 

(https://core.ac.uk/about). This repository is based on the seamless access which consists of 

different open access resources such as research papers, collected data for text mining and provide 

better services to the research as well as advanced users community. The CORE has many facilties 

to open access content for all by offering services to general public, academic institutions, libraries, 

software developers, researchers, etc. In the field of multidesciplinary aspects. It is fully support the 

content providers and content consumers in different sectors such as public, academic, subject 

repositories, libraries, and journals respectively. It is support API and analytical tools for graphically 

management and retrieval of information resources. Now, the research paper has successfully 

import the full-text as well as metadata into the Zotero by one clicking on the Mozilla Firefox 

plugin icon for easily importing all the items available in CORE repositories. The Figure -2 is 

represents the pdf and metadata interface in Zotero. This is known as single window based interface 

in discovery service environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure – 2 : pdf and metadata interface in Zotero which import from the CORE repositories 
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Citation Styles Management Interface: 
 

After collection of all the relevant information from the different repositories and online catalogue 

for managing the reference styles in different subjects. Now, this paper has successfully install and 

configure the Zotero plugin of different items and collections. There are many citation styles 

available in an online environment such as American Anthropological Association, Cell, American 

Psychological Association, Chicago Manual Style 17th edition (author-date), Chicago Manual Style 

17th edition (full-note), Chicago Manual Style 17th edition (note), Elsevier-Harvard (with titles), 

IEEE, Modern Humanities Research Association 3rd edition, Modern Language Association 8th 

edition, Nature, and Vancouver. All these citation styles are available in Zotero single window 

enabled interface (Figure - 3).   

 

 

Figure – 3 : Citation styles management interface in Zotero 

 

Now it is required to select the items and citation styles from the Zotero by right click on these 

collections for exporting all the necessary items in Zotero Open office plugin. It is possible to edit, 

modify, add, and delete the unncessary fields for the better management of reference styles. Each 

and every researchers can easily managed their references in cloud computing environment through 

Zotero open source reference management software. The Figure-4 is represents the APA citation 

styles in Zotero open office for editing and modifying the necessary fields. 
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 Figure – 4 : American Psychological Association (APA) citation style interface 

 

 

Conclusion: 

 

Cloud computing has successfully integrated and import all the bibliographic, metadata with fulltext 

from the different online catalogue and institutional digital repositories like CORE for the better 

management of citation styles in an online environment. It can reduces the time of researchers 

because researchers only click on the aforementioned icon for harvesting all the records into the 

Zotero. This paper is very much conducive for the research scholar as well as authors and different 

experts. Whenever, any of them will open the Zotero and will be able to bring the required citation 

formats i.e bibtext and RIS (Research Information System) then it would give him an effective and 

needfulopportunity to select a particular international reference management styles and after 

selecting the particular style of his interest he can manage the references he want to include in his 

research publication. After that one will able to represent this references in the word format very 

easily by clicking the import bibliography option. Hence, a better time management and tedious 

activities can equally be arrested which helps him to manage his reference efficiently and 

effectively which is termed as reference management technique. 
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